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· Drop-in replacement for Roots URAI®, Sutorbilt Legend®, and 
Tuthill Competitor® models 

· Precision machined and balanced, ductile iron, two-lobe rotors 
· Ground alloy steel shaft 
· Keyless locking assemblies for gear mounting 
· Oversized bearings 
· Forged alloy steel spur gears 
· Oil lubricated gear side, 

grease lubricated drive side  
    [Optional DSL, dual slash lube] 
· Versatile configurations 
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Shandong Zhangqiu Blower     was founded in 1968 on the principles of ding  quality   
value and dependability After 30 years of establishing a solid foundation in China, they began to ex-
port their blowers in the late    The company quickly became known as a leader in blower tech-
nology across international markets. 

 

In 2008, with over 40 years of PD blower manufacturing experience, Shandong Zhangqiu Blower 
Co., established Eurus Blower in the U.S. with a vision of providing competitively priced, high quality 
blowers for new or replacement blower applications to North and South American industrial and 
wastewater treatment marketplaces. 
 
MB (bi-lobe) and ZG (tri-lobe) Series are replacements for DuroFlow® and RAM/RCS® models. Our 
MB economical blower packages feature high efficiency integrated intake filter/silencer with washable 

polyurethane filter media; 
combination base/ heavy 
duty integrated discharge 
silencer for smaller  
footprint and assembly;  
V-belt drive and guard with 
auto tensioning for reduced 
maintenance costs and  
vibration dampeners.   
Options include motor, 
check valve, relief valve, 
flexible connectors, sound 
enclosure, and other  
accessories� 

1. Grease lubricated drive side bearings 
2. Oversized bearings (SKF®or FAG® brand)  3. Precision spur gears 
4. Viton lip seal  5. Ductile iron rotor 
6. Viton lip seal  7. Roller drive bearing (except ZZ2) 
8. Aluminum oil cover  9. Cast iron housing 
10. Vertical and horizontal mounting configurations 
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3701 S. Harvard Ave., Suite A, #544, Tulsa, OK 74135-2282
Phone: (918) 361-0285  email: sales@eurusblower.com
www.eurusblower.com 
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